
Background

Drug induced interstitial lung disease (DI-ILD) can be caused by over

350 drugs including chemotherapy and immunotherapy agents. DI-ILD

is thought to be underdiagnosed worldwide and if diagnosed can lead to

a restriction in treatment options. Currently, diagnosis is achieved

through assessing the temporal relationship between symptoms and

drug exposure. Standard investigative tools include CT imaging and
lung function analysis, however they have limitations.

Could Hyperpolarised Xenon and Proton MRI techniques be key in the 
assessment of Drug Induced Interstitial Lung Disease? 
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Aim

We propose that MRI imaging using Hyperpolarised Xenon and Proton

MRI techniques, alongside quantitative CT imaging, could provide both

functional and structural information in the diagnosis and prognosis of

DI-ILD which would be an improvement upon existing measurements
and help determine best clinical practice.

Method

A single centre prospective study between The University of Sheffield

imaging department (POLARIS), Sheffield University Hospital

Foundation Trust and in collaboration with Translational Imaging in Drug
Safety Assessment European Consortium (TRISTAN).

Patients diagnosed with testicular cancer undergoing Bleomycin,

Etoposide and Platinum (BEP) chemotherapy are being recruited.

Recruitment started October 2022. Currently 4 participants enrolled,

target of 21.

Participants reviewed at timepoints as per the study schedule shown in

Table 1. Information obtained at each visit is shown in Table 2: clinical
assessment, pulmonary function tests (PFTs) and MRI.

Table 1

Table 2

Example results from Participant 1

Pulmonary function tests

Pulmonary function tests within expected range

CT images A and B.

A B

CT scans demonstrate lung metastases.

Hyperpolarised Xenon Apparent Diffusion Co-efficient (ADC) and

mean diffusive length scale (LmD) Maps. Images C and D

C D

Image C and D demonstrate a mildly increased ADC and LmD. An

increase in these values may suggest reduced alveolar integrity.

Participant 1 is known to have lung metastases.

Signal ratio maps of Xenon in differing physiochemical

compartments: Tissue Plasma (TP):Gas, Red Blood Cell (RBC):

Gas and RBC:TP. Image E, F and G.

E F G

Images E, F and G demonstrate an efficient RBC to TP ratio. In

severe fibrotic disease a reduced RBC and increased TP would

be expected. In inflammatory disease similarly RBC:TP may be

affected.

Conclusion

This is novel research to determine whether functional MRI

imaging can potentially help identify DI-ILD. This could help avoid

or minimise adverse long-term pulmonary outcomes and

subsequently help guide oncological treatment choices. If

changes are demonstrable, this could be expanded to assess for

potential effects in newer immunotherapy agents or checkpoint
inhibitors. Further recruitment may be required.

Take away points

• An unmet need in investigations to determine DI-ILD diagnosis.

• MRI could provide both structural and functional data which could
complement existing strategies.

• Recruitment ongoing and consideration of widening participant

cohort.

• Contact email: r.kular@nhs.net

Mean whole lung ADC ~ 0.035±0.010 cm2/s
Healthy ADC ~ 0.03 cm2/s

Mean whole lung LmD ~ 286±67 µm
Healthy LmD ~ 260 µm
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